On the 30th of August, SUT YES! hosted its annual quiz night at the Melbourne hotel with 110 young engineers and scientists attending. 11 tables competed over 7 rounds of questions to determine the 2018 YES! Quizmasters.

The 7 rounds of questions each had their own topic which covered a broad range of topics, meaning only the most well-rounded table could win. The topics included: General knowledge, pop culture, geography, sports, science, music and subsea engineering. There were also two intermission rounds, “Heads or Tails” and “Which is Bigger?” with prizes awarded to the sole winners of each. The Subsea Engineering table from Woodside Energy was the nights winning table and got to take home the hard-earned trophy.

A special thanks to the amazing MC, Ross Hendricks, for his second time hosting this event and to the SUT and YES! committee members who gave their time to organising and running the night. Finally, we would like to thank the event sponsors, without their support this event would not have been possible nor would had it have been as successful. Sponsors:

- Quadrant Energy (Annual YES! Sponsor)
- Woodside Energy (Annual YES! Sponsor)
- Atteris
- SoulKite
- Cockburn Ice Arena
- Crib Lane
- Cabin 401 Bar and Grill
- Hyatt Regency
- Rigby’s Bar & Grill

Make sure to check out the upcoming YES! Site visit scheduled in November!